Easy Meal Steps
Knowing what it means to Eat Right is the first step. But, it’s the doing that
really counts. Check out these tips to make healthful eating and meal preparation
easy and convenient. All it takes is a little planning. These simple strategies turn
nutritious meals into convenience foods.
Cook in Bulk

Reinvent Leftovers

• Examine your schedule and identify when you have time to
prepare meals or prepare ingredients in advance – plan at
least two meals
• Take two hours on the weekend to cook ahead and make
weeknight meals a breeze

3 Slow cooker

• Consider ways to turn leftover ingredients into new meals
(ex. leftover chicken added to vegetables and broth for
a quick soup)

3 Microwavable dishes

• Package a serving for lunch the next day
Keep Stock

Make Double
Batches

Go-to Recipes

• Keep quick staple ingredients with a long shelf-life to use when
you’re short on time. Some suggestions are: Frozen or canned
vegetables, beans, lentils, frozen or canned chicken or fish,
frozen veggie burgers, instant rice, wheat pasta and eggs
• When there is extra time, double the recipe and freeze for later
• Soups, stews and chili can be prepared in large quantities
and frozen
• Create a collection of quick, go-to recipes
• Visit the 2 Step site for recipe ideas

Prep when you
Purchase

• After buying, immediately clean and chop fresh vegetables
to reduce prep work; measure or freeze in single use portions
• Purchase pre-chopped ingredients

Pack in Advance

• Pack breakfasts and lunches ahead of time for as many days
as possible to avoid the busy and forgetful morning rush

Reusable
Containers

• Purchase plastic or glass containers to store meals and snacks
in single servings immediately after preparing them
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Shortcut Products & Strategies
3 Rice cooker
3 Freezable containers
3 Large skillet for one pot meals
3 Cut meat into thin strips for
quicker cooking
3 Semi-prepared foods
–

Broth

–

Instant brown rice

–

Frozen and canned produce

–

Canned beans, fish and
reduced fat/sodium soups

–

Pre-chopped vegetables

–

Packaged salad greens

3 “Make your own” night:
tacos, mini pizzas, salad bar,
sandwiches, etc.
3 Ask others for help – get the
family involved

Do the 2!

eat right. move more.
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